EQUIPMENT LIST

THIS EQUIPMENT IS DUE IN CLASS ON ________________________.

All equipment **MUST** be labeled. (This can be done at school.)

1. **THREAD**--One spool to match your fabric for the first project. One extra spool of any bright color to practice with.

2. **SEWING BOX**--Select one small enough to fit in your tote tray. It should hold all your sewing tools and keep them together.

3. **PINS**--Buy the best quality pins you can afford. Iron pins are inexpensive, but bend easily. Steel and brass pins will not rust and are stronger.

4. **PIN CUSHION**--One that can be fastened around the wrist is preferred.

5. **BOBBIN**--Check with your teacher to see what type of bobbin you need. You may buy your own at a store or from the teacher for 50c.

6. **SEAM RIPPER**--These can be used to help you pick out mistakes.

7. **DENIM SQUARES**--You will need to bring five denim squares cut from old jeans or fabric scraps. They should be 6 inches square.

8. **FABRIC**--Decide on the project you want to make. Get the list of supplies that are required for that project.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cut this section off and return it to your teacher for credit.

I have seen the Sewing Equipment List my son/daughter needs for class.

Parental Signature: ____________________________________________________________

Student Signature: _____________________________________________________________